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Motivating Applications
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Overview

• Motivation 

• The Pulsar Platform 

• Analysis and Evaluation
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Focus: Next-Generation 
Wireless (1/2)
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Focus: Next-Generation 
Wireless (2/2)
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• Currently 
• Multiplexing on single access 

point (AP) 
• Carefully matched signal path 

• Software-defined radios (SDR) 
are popular research platforms 

• Accurate synchronization → 
Multiplexing on multiple APs

How Is It Done Today?
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10 MHz 1 PPS



Clock Synchronization
• Time → events 

• Clock → counting “regular” events 

• Clock synchronization  → agreement on start & counts per epoch

• Time synchronization → agreement with standard reference (like UTC)
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Propagation Delay

• Two-way messaging 

‣ Network Delay (e.g. NTP) 

‣ Propagation Time Delay 

• Can compensate for 
propagation delay if distances 
are known
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• Motivation 

• The Pulsar Platform 

• Analysis and Evaluation
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Ideal Time-Transfer Platform
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Reference

{0, t0}

Ideal 
Platform

event i
Ideal 
Clock {xi, ti}

Ideal 
Clock

act j, {xj, tj}tj

Objective: Time-transfer - sharing 
a time reference across locations 

Capabilities

• Perfect event timestamps {x, t} 

• Perfectly-timed actions with 
timestamp 

Requirements

• Timing: Ideal clocks 

• Ranging: Infinite bandwidth



Our Pulsar Platform
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• Stable clock: 
Chip-scale atomic clock 

• Ultra-wideband ranging radio:  
15.6 ps hardware timestamps 

• Glue logic: 
• Low-jitter phase-locked loop 
• ARM processor 
• Phase measurement unit 

• We implement time-of-flight 
(propagation-aware) clock 
synchronization

Chip%Scale%%
Atomic%Clock%

Fout% DW1000%

LMX2571%

Fin%PPSout%PPSin% Antenna%Tune%

ARM%K22F%
RPI%2%Header%

Hardware repository: 
https://upverter.com/WiselabCMU/eab20f02c4d4f096/Pulsar-V2/
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• Motivation 

• The Pulsar Platform 

• Analysis and Evaluation
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Problem: Message Passing for  
Clock Synchronization

• Frequency estimation: 
one-way messaging
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Fig. 3. Timing in the Pulsar platform for phase offset estimation

saging can also be used for propagation-agnostic estimation
of the 1PPS line offset.

�tiPPS:uncorrected = t0i:TX � t00i:RX (2)

Two-way messaging as shown in Figure 2 (b) requires both
reference nodes and child nodes to transmit and receive mes-
sages. The transmit and receive timestamps from frequency-
locked nodes are sufficient for stationary inter-node time-of-
flight (and hence, range) estimation.

�tiTOF =

�
t0R(i):RX � t0i:TX

�
�
�
t00R(i):TX � t00i:RX

�

2
(3)

C. Sources of Error
Nanosecond scale clock synchronization is difficult due to

the variety of errors that can accumulate in the timing system.
A critical part of this work is to identify and mitigate various
sources of timing errors encountered during synchronization.

Frequency offset errors and stability are the easiest to iden-
tify and correct, while only listening to periodic transmissions.
If the transmissions contain an embedded timestamp, they do
not have to be periodic.

1) Allan Deviation: The traditional characterization of os-
cillator stability is a plot of Allan deviation[10]. Each point on
the Allan deviation (�y) graph denotes the expected standard
deviation in the relative clock frequency between a clock and
reference (y) for a given sampling interval (⌧ ).
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Fig. 4. Allan deviation between nodes given different clocks

An Allan deviation plot helps understand the limits of an
oscillator, with respect to frequency and phase stability. We
compare the stability of the Pulsar platform when clocked by
a regular quartz crystal, a TCXO and a CSAC in Figure 4.

The negative slope phase line at lower intervals is dependent
on phase noise added by PLLs, time-discretization, interrupts,
timestamping algorithms etc. The positive slope frequency
line is dependent on frequency noise added by factors like
temperature variation, motion, errors in frequency locking,
etc. The intersection point of these two lines is an oscillator
characteristic called the Allan Intercept. The effective update
time for a clock synchronization protocol must be less than or
close to the interval period of the Allan intercept for the best
synchronization performance.

Phase errors are more complex to estimate and correct,
stemming from the difficulty in establishing a common refer-
ence point across the multiple clock domains found in typical
electronic systems.

2) Time-of-Flight: �tTOF that can be computed and com-
pensated for through message passing as described in Sec-
tion III-B.

3) Clock Phase Offset: As shown in Figure 3, the clock
radio does not start at the same instance as the start of the
1PPS line as electronic signals take finite time to rise before
the radio’s CMOS logic can detect them and the digital I/O
on the UWB radio only samples on the positive edges of it’s
38.4 MHz I/O clock. We call the combined error due to these
effects the clock phase offset (CPO) which is represented by
�tCPO for each node. CPO on the reference node is also called
�tglobal for future use with multi-hop schemes. Though the
frequency synthesizer locks the relative phase between the two
clock domains, there is a constant phase offset between 1PPS
and the 38.4 MHz. We currently compensate for this error
through an off-board phase measurement unit.

4) Timestamp Jitter: Message receive timestamps are com-
puted by Decawave’s internal algorithm. The timestamps are
consistent to sub-nanosecond levels unless the signal quality
has been severely degraded due to extremely weak signal
strength, non-line-of-sight or multi-path effects.

After accounting for various sources of error, Figure 3 gives
the 1PPS offset (✏t is error in timing estimation).

�tPPS = t0i:TX � t00i:RX +�tTOF + �t0CPO � �t00CPO

= �t̄PPS:uncorrected +�t̄TOF +�t̄global � �t̄CPO + ✏t

= �t̄PPS:corrected + ✏t

D. Clock Synchronization
We implement a simple proof-of-concept protocol for clock

synchronization similar to PTP for a star network topology
with a single reference node. The reference node sends out
periodic beacon messages with embedded timestamps every
update interval. Child nodes start in listen-only mode until they
can syntonize with the reference. Child nodes first frequency
discipline their clocks using a PID feedback loop. On achiev-
ing frequency lock, the nodes start sending response messages
which can then be used to estimate TOF, phase-offset etc.
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Fig. 1. Pulsar Block diagram with interconnects.

an average synchronization accuracy of 225 ns. SourceSync
[6] presents a system that is able to harness sender diversity
through tight time synchronization using an SDR. The system
is able to achieve better than 20 ns time synchronization, but is
limited to a single collision domain and like many SDR-based
approaches modifies the underlying MAC protocol to include
synchronization capabilities. AirSync [7] and MegaMIMO [8]
use similar approaches with SDRs that modify the underlying
MAC. In contrast, our approach provides an external input at
better than 5 ns accuracy with the sole purpose of providing
synchronization decoupled from the underlying wireless MAC.

C. Localization and Ranging
There have been some efforts in performing propagation-

aware time synchronization without GPS. [9] presents an
approach for doing propagation-aware synchronization that
uses known locations of beacons to back compute propagation
times. It assumes known locations from GPS markers, but
this approach could utilize the Pulsar platform and given
their required time scales, would likely see a significant
improvement in terms of the number of supported nodes.

III. PLATFORM DESIGN

In this section, we discuss our platform design and then
address our specific sources of synchronization error.

A. Pulsar Hardware
An ideal wireless time transfer system would benefit from

two main technologies: (1) a stable clock source to minimize
drift and message passing overhead and (2) a radio that oper-
ates across a wide bandwidth to improve the theoretical range
resolution, and one that can perform accurate timestamping
of packets. Pulsar leverages innovations on both fronts by
using a chip-scale atomic clock (CSAC) as its primary clock
source and a commercial-of-the-shelf UWB radio capable of
sub-nanosecond packet time stamping.

Figure 1 shows the main components of the Pulsar platform:
(1) the CSAC, (2) a frequency synthesizer PLL, (3) a UWB
radio and (4) an ARM processor. The platform outputs a stan-
dard 10 MHz and 1PPS time-transfer interface to applications
like SDRs. It has the ability to synchronize with external GPS
receivers through the 1PPS input.

The CSAC is a Microsemi SA.45s module, which is an
oven controlled oscillator disciplined by a rubidium source,

and provides the 10 MHz clock and phase-synchronized 1PPS
output. The CSAC may be disciplined over a serial interface
or 1PPS input.

We use a TI LMX2571 low-jitter frequency synthesizer PLL
to bridge the 10 MHz clock domain of the CSAC with the
38.4 MHz clock domain required by the UWB radio (and
introduces a constant phase offset with the 1PPS line). The
frequency synthesizer is configured via SPI and can be used for
frequency adjustment when using other clock sources which
cannot be tuned over serial. The phase offset can be measured
once per startup through a phase measurement sub-system.

The Decawave DW1000 UWB radio provides wireless
communication and message timestamping functions over 500
MHz or 1GHz bandwidth channels. It provides message trans-
mit and receive timestamps with 15.6 ps resolution which are
the basis for our synchronization functions. The radio clock
can also be reset on an external trigger using the time-base
reset functionality to synchronize it with an external clock
domain.

A Kinetis K22 ARM Cortex-M4 processor configures all
on-board peripherals and handles synchronization. It runs
FreeRTOS with drivers, messaging and clock discipline func-
tions programmed as C libraries.

B. Messaging with Timestamps

The DW1000 UWB radio on the Pulsar platform provides
precise timestamps with immediate transmission, deterministic
delayed transmission and reception of messages. We use
combinations of these messaging primitives for estimating
(and thus allowing for the corrections of) various metrics used
in clock synchronization.

Figure 2 (a) describes one-way messaging where a reference
node sends messages to a child node. Multiple one-way
message timestamps can compute fractional frequencies with
respect to a reference node (yi).

yi =
f child
i

f reference
i

=
t00i:RX � t00i-1:RX
t0i:TX � t0i-1:TX

(1)

If the radio clocks were started on a known 1PPS signal
edge (using the time-base reset functionality), one-way mes-
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Fig. 2. (a) One-way and (b) two-way message passing with timestamps. A
message i is a beacon message sent by a reference node while R(i) is the
response sent by its child.

• Time-of-flight estimation: 
two-way messaging

• Clocks must remain stable 
between message exchanges

• Accurate timestamps



• Clock accuracy → δf/f (ppm) 

• Clock stability → accuracy 
over time: Allan variance 

• Clock synchronization will 
degrade over time

 

Modeling and Analysis of Computer Clocks
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) is the square root of this quantity. This is a
particularly useful formulation because it can be quickly computed using
software packages such as MatLab.

In principle, the Allan deviation characteristic must be determined for each
timing source and clock oscillator separately, because it depends on the
prevailing system jitter and oscillator wander. System jitter is dominated by
network latency variations on the path to a remote NTP server or by serial
port latencies in a local reference clock. In typical computer clocks, the
frequency depends on ambient temperature variations. An example plot of
frequency vs. time for an Intel-based system is shown in Figure 12.1. This
particular case is somewhat more extreme than most, because the system
was subject to rather wide temperature variations during a heat spike in
Denmark. In more common cases, the frequency varies over a much smaller
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Problem: Clock Stability

15 D. Mills, Computer Network Time Synchronization
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Fig. 3. Timing in the Pulsar platform for phase offset estimation

saging can also be used for propagation-agnostic estimation
of the 1PPS line offset.

�tiPPS:uncorrected = t0i:TX � t00i:RX (2)

Two-way messaging as shown in Figure 2 (b) requires both
reference nodes and child nodes to transmit and receive mes-
sages. The transmit and receive timestamps from frequency-
locked nodes are sufficient for stationary inter-node time-of-
flight (and hence, range) estimation.

�tiTOF =

�
t0R(i):RX � t0i:TX

�
�
�
t00R(i):TX � t00i:RX

�

2
(3)

C. Sources of Error
Nanosecond scale clock synchronization is difficult due to

the variety of errors that can accumulate in the timing system.
A critical part of this work is to identify and mitigate various
sources of timing errors encountered during synchronization.

Frequency offset errors and stability are the easiest to iden-
tify and correct, while only listening to periodic transmissions.
If the transmissions contain an embedded timestamp, they do
not have to be periodic.

1) Allan Deviation: The traditional characterization of os-
cillator stability is a plot of Allan deviation[10]. Each point on
the Allan deviation (�y) graph denotes the expected standard
deviation in the relative clock frequency between a clock and
reference (y) for a given sampling interval (⌧ ).
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Fig. 4. Allan deviation between nodes given different clocks

An Allan deviation plot helps understand the limits of an
oscillator, with respect to frequency and phase stability. We
compare the stability of the Pulsar platform when clocked by
a regular quartz crystal, a TCXO and a CSAC in Figure 4.

The negative slope phase line at lower intervals is dependent
on phase noise added by PLLs, time-discretization, interrupts,
timestamping algorithms etc. The positive slope frequency
line is dependent on frequency noise added by factors like
temperature variation, motion, errors in frequency locking,
etc. The intersection point of these two lines is an oscillator
characteristic called the Allan Intercept. The effective update
time for a clock synchronization protocol must be less than or
close to the interval period of the Allan intercept for the best
synchronization performance.

Phase errors are more complex to estimate and correct,
stemming from the difficulty in establishing a common refer-
ence point across the multiple clock domains found in typical
electronic systems.

2) Time-of-Flight: �tTOF that can be computed and com-
pensated for through message passing as described in Sec-
tion III-B.

3) Clock Phase Offset: As shown in Figure 3, the clock
radio does not start at the same instance as the start of the
1PPS line as electronic signals take finite time to rise before
the radio’s CMOS logic can detect them and the digital I/O
on the UWB radio only samples on the positive edges of it’s
38.4 MHz I/O clock. We call the combined error due to these
effects the clock phase offset (CPO) which is represented by
�tCPO for each node. CPO on the reference node is also called
�tglobal for future use with multi-hop schemes. Though the
frequency synthesizer locks the relative phase between the two
clock domains, there is a constant phase offset between 1PPS
and the 38.4 MHz. We currently compensate for this error
through an off-board phase measurement unit.

4) Timestamp Jitter: Message receive timestamps are com-
puted by Decawave’s internal algorithm. The timestamps are
consistent to sub-nanosecond levels unless the signal quality
has been severely degraded due to extremely weak signal
strength, non-line-of-sight or multi-path effects.

After accounting for various sources of error, Figure 3 gives
the 1PPS offset (✏t is error in timing estimation).

�tPPS = t0i:TX � t00i:RX +�tTOF + �t0CPO � �t00CPO

= �t̄PPS:uncorrected +�t̄TOF +�t̄global � �t̄CPO + ✏t

= �t̄PPS:corrected + ✏t

D. Clock Synchronization
We implement a simple proof-of-concept protocol for clock

synchronization similar to PTP for a star network topology
with a single reference node. The reference node sends out
periodic beacon messages with embedded timestamps every
update interval. Child nodes start in listen-only mode until they
can syntonize with the reference. Child nodes first frequency
discipline their clocks using a PID feedback loop. On achiev-
ing frequency lock, the nodes start sending response messages
which can then be used to estimate TOF, phase-offset etc.
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range, on the order of less than 1 ppm. A similar plot for an Alpha-based
system is shown in Figure 12.2. This system is much better behaved and
should be considered as a baseline for other systems in room-temperature
climates. The data in these figures were collected while the clock discipline
loop was disconnected, so the clock oscillator was not adjusted in any way
and wandered to its own instincts.

Figure 12.3 shows the Allan deviation 
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) in log-log coordinates for both
the Intel and Alpha systems, and also for synthetic noise generators designed
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Time between frequency samples(yi, yi-1)



Allan Deviation
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Problem: Phase 
Synchronization
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• Precise timing for e.g. SDR 
• Frequency input: 10 MHz 
• Phase/time input: 1 PPS 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Problem: Clock Phase Offset

• Radio clock does not reset 
exactly at desired time 
• Electronic rise time 
• Digital I/O time 

discretization 
(38.4 MHz ~ 26 nsec) 

• Offsets are constant after PLL 
lock 

• PMU for δtCPO measurement
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Pulsar Architecture
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Synchronization Protocol
• Proof-of-concept protocol 

• Algorithm 

‣ Frequency synchronization 

‣ Phase synchronization 

‣ Phase bootstrap 

• Time distribution tree 

• Timestamp variance as a 
simple link metric
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Evaluation
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Software repository: 
http://git.wise.ece.cmu.edu/adwait/pulsar_freertos

http://git.wise.ece.cmu.edu/adwait/pulsar_freertos


Future Work
• Testing lower cost OCXOs (~$100/

clock)  
e.g. CW-OH200 Series 

• Phase-measurement unit integration 

• Testing other flexible and robust 
synchronization protocols 

• SDR synchronization with Pulsar
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Conclusions
• Pulsar: Platform & protocol 

for better than 5 nsec 
clock synchronization 
(below 26 nsec digital time 
discretization of radio 
components) 

• End-to-end evaluation and 
analysis of timing errors 

• Provide precise timing for 
an application (SDR) to 
enable spatial multiplexing
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